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Abstract. Xylem is a database design that targets readheavy web applications. It materializes indexed query results to speed up reads, and automatically updates these
cached results as writes arrive. Realized naively, this approach would incur significant memory overhead, especially
when queries are similar, or when some results are rarely
accessed. Xylem introduces two key techniques novel to
streaming data-flow systems to overcome this: partial materialization, and reuse of shared operators and state. Using these techniques Xylem efficiently handles query set
changes at runtime with minimal downtime, allowing applications to evolve over time. Experiments show that Xylem outperforms state-of-the-art systems, and adapts to new
query sets while reads and writes remain live.

1.

Research Problem and Motivation

An ideal storage system would provide the read performance
of a key-value cache with the convenience and flexibility of
relational queries. To emulate this ideal, web applications
often supplement their database (DB) with fast in-memory
caches (e.g., memcached [20]). The durable, transactional
DB offers a relational query interface to developers [5], and
the cache efficiently serves pre-computed query results [23].
However, this two-tier construction comes at a price.
First, the cache and the DB must now be coordinated: the application must invalidate entries in the cache on writes, and
recompute query results on cache misses. This requires complex and error-prone techniques to ensure correct application
semantics and avoid severe performance collapses [23]. Second, it lacks flexibility: adding new queries or changing the
schema requires either discarding the cache and migrating
the system via planned downtime, or implementing complex
manual migrations [27]. Since web application queries and
schemas can change multiple times per week [7, 9, 25], this
poses a major headache for developers.
Xylem combines and extends ideas from databases and
streaming data-flow systems to address these challenges.
It transparently constructs and maintains a fast cache of
pre-computed query results, supports relational queries,
and allows online, backwards-compatible migrations to new
schemas and queries. To provide these features, Xylem must
overcome several intertwined problems: the space overhead
of maintaining many cached query results can easily become
prohibitive, existing techniques for updating cached results
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Figure 1: Classic databases compute read queries from base
tables, while Xylem feeds writes through a dynamic, liveadapting data-flow graph to update materialize views.
do not scale to many queries, and current stream processing
systems cannot adapt to changing queries at runtime.

2.

Background and Related Work

Some DBs support materialized views of query results, and
existing work shows how to choose [3, 12] and update [1, 16]
them. Those that support incremental maintenance of such
views are typically pull-based, i.e., they update the views in
response to data changes via whole-query re-evaluation, custom “triggers” [1, 14, 19], or incremental “delta queries” [2,
22]. Except in systems like SharedDB [11] that exploit view
overlap, these views do not share state or compute, and if a
new view is added, it must be computed afresh.
In contrast, stream-processing systems push updates
through a fixed query plan to update materialized, windowed
state [4, 6, 15, 26, 28]. Data-flow simplifies parallel update processing [13], including on streams [18, 21], and can
incrementally update views that delta queries cannot [17].
However, with a fixed query plan, streaming and data-flow
systems must discard all state and start anew to add queries.
Schema evolution systems automate database changes [8],
but most operate offline (with the exception of F1 [24]).

3.

Approach and Uniqueness

Figure 1 illustrates the central idea of Xylem. Instead of
queries processing tuples from base-tables on every read,
Xylem feeds new writes through a joint, dynamic data-flow
graph to update materialized views of query results. Dataflow is attractive as it is amenable to multi-core and multimachine distribution, and is inherently incremental. The key
challenges to make this feasible are (i) to minimize over-

4.

Results and Contributions

We implemented a prototype of Xylem in 20k lines of Rust.
Below, we show that (i) Xylem outperforms both existing
databases and the widely used MySQL/memcached stack,
and (ii) that Xylem can migrate without downtime.
Figure 2 shows how throughput and latency scale with offered load in a simple news aggregator. 95% of requests read
the title and vote count of a random article; the other 5% perform writes by voting for a random article. In MySQL, vote
counts are manually materialized: an UPDATE statement increments the vote count on each write; the commercial “System
Z” uses a materialized view. Both struggle to scale beyond
800k requests/sec. The two-tier MySQL/memcached stack
scales to 2M requests/sec, but its read misses are costly due
to the “thundering herd” problem [23, §3.2.1]. Xylem, by
contrast, performs on-par with a memcached-only setup—
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Figure 2: With 95% reads, Xylem outperforms MySQL,
commercial System Z, and the MySQL/memcached stack;
it performs on-par with (non-durable) memcached.
Throughput

heads of materialized views and write-side updates, and
(ii) to quickly adapt the data-flow graph as the query set
changes. To achieve these, we developed two extensions to
existing data-flow systems.
Query reuse. Queries often share common subexpressions,
such as joins and aggregations. By materializing state for
these expressions only once, we reduce overhead and amortize update cost. To detect common subexpressions, we apply an extended version of Finkelstein’s query graphs [10].
When we add a new query, we reuse the query with the
longest common subexpression prefix, and dynamically expand the data-flow graph from existing operators.
Partial materialization. Some queries see skewed key popularity distributions, and need not expend space and time
on maintaining rarely-read results. Instead, Xylem can leave
“holes” in its materializations for rare keys. Xylem can also
support cache eviction by replacing existing records with
holes. A read from such a key triggers a backwards query
to fill in its result. Executing such backwards queries within
an active data-flow system poses thorny consistency challenges: for example, Xylem must ensure that no write is reflected more than once in the result, even though updates for
the same key may race in the data-flow graph.
Uniqueness. Xylem is unique in its ability to modify a dataflow computation without discarding existing state and while
keeping reads and writes live. It also combines push-based
streaming updates with pull-based backwards queries. Stateof-the-art data-flow systems like Naiad [21] can do neither
of these since they violate data-flow invariants (e.g., past
records cannot be re-sent) or implementation decisions (e.g.,
static code generation for a fixed computation).
Cost. Xylem achieves fast reads by increasing memory usage and reducing consistency. Materialized views allow fast
queries, but take up space proportional to the number of results they hold. Reduced consistency avoids internal locking
and synchronization, but means that writes are not visible
until they have propagated through the data-flow graph.
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Figure 3: Xylem starts serving a new query without downtime when combining query reuse and partial materialization. Green is % of reads immediately satisfied (i.e., no backwards query to fill in partial materialization).
even though memcached neither has durable storage nor a
relational query interface. Both systems taper off beyond
5M requests/sec where they saturate all cores on the server,
mostly doing read and write system calls. Other workload
mixes, e.g., with skewed popularity distributions or a 50%
read/write workload, show similar results.
To test Xylem’s live-migration, we change the application to use star ratings instead of binary “up/down” votes.
Figure 3 shows that Xylem transitions without perceptible
downtime. The old, vote-based view remains live throughout, allowing for a rolling application upgrade. The need
to maintain both queries accounts for the drop in throughput from 400k to 330k writes/sec. Query reuse lets Xylem
compute ratings using the existing vote counts rather than
re-counting. Partial materialization builds the new materialized view incrementally as the system runs, and queries to
fill “holes” are served using the reused vote counts, and have
minimal impact on the throughput of new writes. Due to a
skewed key popularity, over 90% of reads are served from
the new materialized view after a few seconds.
Contributions. Xylem makes three primary contributions:
(i) space- and time-efficient materialized view maintenance,
viz. query reuse and partial materialization; (ii) live adaptation of data-flow computations while preserving existing
state; and (iii) a prototype showing that Xylem outperforms
competing setups and matches key-value store performance.
Together, these allow us to improve web application performance while reducing complexity for developers.
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